Cellular respiration lab bench answers
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Pearson, as an active contributor to the biology teaching community, is pleased to provide free access to the classic edition of Biology Place for all teachers and their students. The purpose of the activities is to help you view material you've already studied in class or read in text. Some materials will expand your knowledge beyond your classroom work or reading textbook. At the
end of each action you can assess your progress with the Self-Quiz.To, click on the name of the action. Title: -- Place for Lab Benches - Cell Breath www.phschool.com ------; Go to the Biological Place -----. go to LabBench ---. go to Lab 5: Cell Respiration See also: AP Biology Lab 5; Breathing 1. In this laboratory activity: a) You will observe
__________________________________________________________________b) you will explore the W2. Write an equation for cellular respiration: 3. What are the three ways to measure the speed of cellular respiration? 4. Sketch of the respirometer and indicate its important features. 5. How does the body inside the respirometer consume oxygen, what happens to water?
_________________________ 6. What happens to the CO2 that the body produces? ____________________________7. Experimental setting (View graphics) (a) fill the vial 1 Vial 2 Vial 3 Vial 4 Vial 5 Vial 6 Temperature content b) How do you make sure that each vial has equal volume? C. What is the purpose of the bottle only with glass beads? 8. Analysis of results (a) What
is the equation for determining the rate of breathing? b) What is X-9. Read the respirometers and determine the speed of breathing. Show your calculations 10. Analysis - Self quiz (a) Describe the relationship between temperature and oxygen consumption. b) Calculate the rate of oxygen consumption for corn sprouting by 12 degrees. (Show calculations) in) Based on the graph,
would you conclude that not sprouting seeds respire? 11. Expansion (you don't need a computer to finish this section, do as homework) cricket is placed in a respirometer and data taken at three temperatures. The following table shows the data collected. Temperature Time (min) 10 degrees 18 degrees 25 degrees 0.0 0 0.0 0 5 0.25 0.6 0.9 10 0.5 0.0. 0 9 1.4 15 0.7 1.2 1.8 20 0.9
1.6 2.4 (a) Data Graph (b) Determine the respiratory rate for each of the three temperatures. (Show work) in) Write a paragraph showing your findings selection from the following list, hang the right molecules to show raw materials and products in the equation for cellular respiration. For more consideration in photosynthesis, plants convert light energy into chemical energy stored
in sugars and other organic compounds. Cellular respiration, a process that uses the energy stored in these organic molecules to convert ADP into ATP, occurs both on plants and on lab bench activity cellular respiration answers. lab bench lab 5 cellular respiration answers. the biology place lab bench activity cellular respiration answers
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